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ANNEX A Bushings Subcommittee 

 November 04, 2015 

 Memphis, Tennessee USA 

Chair:  Peter Zhao was unable to attend, therefore JD Brafa filled in as Chair for this meeting 
Secretary:  Eric Weatherbee 

A.1    Opening of the Meeting 

A.1.1   Introductions 

     The Chair opened the meeting with group introduction. 

A.1.2   Attendance 

Membership count was taken with the following results: 28 of 39 members were present and 102    

guests, for a total of 130 attendees. There were 11 new membership requests. There was a quorum.  

A.1.3   Chairman’s Remarks 

The Chair asked for a motion to approve the S15 San Antonio minutes, a motion was made by Mr. 

Keith Ellis and seconded by Mr. Wayne Johnson with no objections 

         The Chair asked all of the WG chairs to please get their minutes submitted in a timely fashion for  

     hosting on the website. 

The Chair informed the group of several administrative points that that were discussed during the 

ADCOM meeting at the start of the conference see Appendix A.  

Two new members were added to the roster; the one in attendance was introduced and welcomed into 

the group. 

The Chair presented the Standards Status Report for bushings, see Appendix B. He noted that the WG 

Chair for PC57.19.04 is seeking an extension of the PAR which will be reviewed during the December 

meeting.  

A.2    Working Group and Taskforce reports 

A.2.1   C57.19.00-2004 – Keith Ellis, Chair 

No Meeting was held. Mr. Ellis reviewed the standard and did not find anything in need of updating but 

asked the group to review and send him anything they deemed necessary to be brought up for 

discussion as a possible revision. 

The Chair noted that the revision due date for this standard is fast approaching and thought it to be 

prudent to form a volunteer group to review the standard in its current form for any areas that could use 

updating and report back their findings at the next meeting. Several people volunteered for the task: 

Mr. Dave Geibel, Mr. Shibao Zhang, Mr. Jim Blackmon and Mr. Wes Knuth. 

A.2.2   WG PC57.19.01-2000 – Dr. Shibao Zhang, Chair; David Wallach, Secretary 

See complete minutes in Appendix C of this report. 

A.2.3   C57.19.100-2012 – Tommy Spitzer, Chair (not present) 

The guide was approved December 2012, as such no meeting was held.  
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A.2.4   WG PC57.19.04 – Scott Digby, Chair; JD Brafa, Vice Chair; Secretary, Jim Campbell 

See complete minutes in Appendix D of this report.  

A.2.5   IEC/IEEE 65700.19.03 – Les Rechsiedler (IEEE) and John Graham (IEC), Co-Chairs 

The first dual logo standard was approved June of 2014, as such no meeting was held. 

A.2.6   TF Distribution Transformer Bushings – Steven Shull, Chair; Ed Smith, Vice Chair 

See complete minutes in Appendix E of this report. 

A.2.7   TF Composite Bushings – John Graham, Chair (absent); Mark Rivers, acting Chair 

Mr. Rivers showed a summary presentation of the survey that was sent out to the industry and which 

was discussed in full during the TF meeting (82 attendees). The survey was provided through Doble 

Engineering, which attempted to establish what the industry feels a composite bushing is and if the 

current definition should be revised. He informed the subcommittee that the taskforce agrees the 

definition needs to be updated but has not reached a consensus as to what the new definition should 

be. He also informed the subcommittee that the taskforce concluded that the C57.19 family of 

standards does not adequately cover emerging bushing technologies. 

Out of 67 responses to the survey, 40% considered a Composite Bushing to have a “Non-ceramic 

weathershed regardless of core insulation” and an additional 35% defined it as being any bushing with 

a “Non-ceramic weathershed with solid dielectric core insulation”.  

A.3    External Liaison Reports 

     A.3.1 IEC Bushing Standards Activity – John Graham (absent), IEEE Liaison 

See complete minutes in Appendix F of this report. As Mr. Graham was unable to attend this 

conference his submitted report was displayed for the group to read. Mr. Les Recksiedler agreed to act 

as backup for Mr. Graham if the need arises in future meetings. 

     A.3.2 IEEE 693 – Eric Weatherbee, IEEE Liaison 

Mr. Weatherbee gave a brief presentation/update to the group. Some points were as follows: 

 1) The plan to change to dynamic FEA analysis only as a requirement for transformers was removed 

and will stay as a static analysis in this revision. 

2) Shifting of the RRS to incorporate the natural frequency on the bushing will be required. 

3)  Bushings must include the addition of conductor load interactions through either MAF (moment 

amplification factor) or ETF (equivalent terminal force) methods. 

 4) Tuned table pulse test was added for all shake table tested composites before/after the shake table 

test. 

 5) Grandfathering of bushings is still in review.  

Next meeting was scheduled to take place in Pomona, CA Dec. 2-3, 2015. Anticipated Ballot will take 

place in the first quarter of 2016.  

     A.3.3 WG PC57.160 Guide for PD Meas. in Bushings and Inst. Trans. – Thang Hochanh, Chair 

See complete minutes in Appendix G of this report.  

A.4    Unfinished Business 

No unfinished business. 
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A.5    New Business 

      A.5.1 Partial discharge in bushings  

Mr. Ajith Varghese brought up his concerns of bushing PD after heat run testing and even for new 

bushings without heat run testing that is occurring more frequently. This started a long discussion with 

transformer OEM’s and Utility personnel echoing his concerns. Some of the comments during the 

discussion are as follows: 

1) Mr. Mike Sparlok and Mr. Kumar Mani agreed with Mr. Varghese concerns. 

2) Mr. Les Recksiedler said they no longer accept bushings that have this issue. 

3) Ms. Susan McNelly said they have concerns with venting during testing. They worry it will void their 

warranty. She suggested a section be added to the bushing application guide. 

4) Mr. Harold Moore shared some history on the issue and how it occurs. He stated when 

Westinghouse purchased GE bushing designs they switched from the metal can top design to 

glass bowl design which has better oil viewing but causes more PD problems. 

5) Mr. Dave Geibel offered up several comments including the following:  

It’s been a problem forever in OIP bushings; they can obtain a paper on bubble evolution from 

Doble that goes into more detail. There have been no known in service failures due to this 

phenomenon. His company discourages venting as a solution as they feel it can exasperate the 

problem which also can happen when taking oil samples from bushings. It does occur in bushings 

that do not use glass sight glasses such as GSU designs and metal top designs. Small gas spaces 

can aggravate the issue. He also shared that their company has done extensive testing and found 

no problems occur due to this phenomenon.   

6) Mr. Kushal Singh commented that it appears to be more of an issue in recent years.  

7) Mr. Craig Stiegemeier stated that it may appear that it occurs more frequently today due to higher 

sensitivity of today’s test equipment and also because transformer OEM’s have sped up their 

processes. He commented that any aggressive test done by the transformer OEM can cause 

bubble evolution to occur and it is not just limited to heat run testing. He suggested RIP bushing 

designs could offer an alternative solution to avoid this phenomenon. 

8) JD Brafa reminded the group that PD could be caused by more serious issues besides bubble 

evolution as has been so far discussed. Mr. Brafa thought that it would be wise to form a group at 

the next meeting to investigate this issue more closely which could then provide suggestions to 

subcommittee on how the industry should deal with this phenomenon.  

A.5.2 Dielectric temperature correction factor for newer RIP bushing designs  

Mr. Marek Kronowski brought up a concern that he has issues when field testing the newer RIP 

bushing designs as he believes the temperature correction provided by one manufacturer is not correct 

for the newer bushings in its old software. Mr. Mario Larcano stated that this is a testing issue as the 

test values obtained must be reviewed to verify they make sense and are not being impacted by poor 

test methods or contamination etc... 

A.5.3 Transformer OEMs providing CTs that fit only the bushing currently being used  

Mr. Dave Geibel brought up the issue of Transformer OEMs making CTs to each bushing size (e.g., 

smaller diameter than specified in the standard). This causes issues for the end users when 

replacements are needed. Mr. Keith Ellis pointed out that it states in the standard that the CTs are to 

be made to accept the largest bushing designs allowed but the OEMs are refusing to follow it. Mr. 

Geibel stated that it is an important issue that needs more exposure to hopefully put an end to this 

practice.   

A.6    Adjournment 10:43 am 
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